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although snoop dogg is still a huge presence in the hip
hop industry, he's not shy about calling out rappers for
disrespectful lyrics. most recently, he called out drake for
his diss track 'i'm on one', claiming the canadian
rapper's'singing and rapping just isn't for real'. snoop
dogg has sold over 100 million records worldwide and is
one of the most influential rappers of all time. his music
has touched the lives of many people and inspired a
whole generation of rappers, including lil wayne and
diddy. snoop dogg and his doggystyle label is one of the
most successful hip hop labels of all time. their annual
xjam festival attracts over 50,000 people and has
become a culture and fashion staple in the united states.
snoop is back, and this time he brought his ho's.
hardcore and hip-hop reunite in snoop doggy dogg's
hustlaz: diary of a pimp. the doggfather reveals his
pimpin' ways to chelsea blue, a hot, young journalist
during a tour of his swank malibu mansion. the expose
turns to hardcore temptation when snoop tries to recruit
the babe into his stable of sluts! with 40 porn stars, six
white-hot sex scenes, hustler and snoop raise the fucking
roof. live the pimp life with three brand new tracks
performed by snoop and all the hardcore you can handle.
it ain't nothin' but a xxx thang, baby! snoop is back, and
this time he brought his ho's. hardcore and hip-hop
reunite in snoop doggy dogg's hustlaz: diary of a pimp.
the doggfather reveals his pimpin' ways to chelsea blue,
a hot, young journalist, during a tour of his swank malibu
mansion. the expose turns to hard-core temptation when
snoop tries to recruit the babe into his stable of sluts.
with 40 porn stars, six white-hot sex scenes, hustler and
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snoop raise the fucking roof. live the pimp life with three
brand new tracks performed by snoop and all the
hardcore you can handle. it ain't nothin' but a xxx thang,
baby!
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Snoop Dogg Doggystyle Vol 2 Diary Of A Pimp

Snoop Dogg, (AKA Snoop Lion) talked to Jimmy Kimmel
about a lot of things. Besides the title of his forthcoming
album "Mass Appeal", he discussed his charitable efforts
and the trouble he gets in when he chooses to make an
explicit music video featuring himself and other sexually
provocative women in his music. Also, the rapper talked

about he and his partners in crime, Kurupt and Nate
Dogg, and why he's better than Tupac. For more, head

here. Snoop Dogg debuted a new song and Mixtape titled
'Ego Trippin' in 2004. A 'Ego Trippin' is a male who tries
to portray himself as one of the ladies. Snoop and his
protege, Warren G, expose a woman who attempts to

portray herself as a man. The Snoop Dogg mixtape is a
special record for Snoop to be on, as well as for Warren
G. There are countless celebrities who have the balls to
do weird shit, but very few who have the voices to write
lyrics about the things they do. Snoop does and it has

almost come to the point where Snoop has the ultimate
control over what he does and says in the media. Snoop

has posed nude for Polaroids and taken part in the
extreme activities of rappers like Tupac. Snoop Dogg and
Warren G had planned the plan for 'Ego Trippin' for three
years, starting when Snoop gave an interview to Inkblot,

saying that the album was coming soon. Not only was
the plan three years in the making, but the plan was also

to be carried out in association with the clothing line,
'Ego by Snoop.' Ego is included in the title of Snoop's
new album, 'Mass Appeal', released this week. Snoop
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explained the meaning behind the album title. Ego is
being able to be 'above it all', whether it be a certain

attitude or a certain industry. 5ec8ef588b
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